[April, It is not too much to affirm that there is no living writer, by whom a task of this kind could have been so well conceived and so admirably executed. There is certainly none, whose personal knowledge of the various aspects of nature can approach that of our octogenarian savant; and if we sometimes look for a little more of that vividness of delineation, which is the result of a higher artistic power than he possesses, we must not forget the advantage we derive from the contemplation of Nature in her sober garb of truth, instead of decked out in the embroiderings of the imagination.
The second edition of the Views of Nature was published in Paris in 1826. Two papers were then added ; one on the structure and mode of action of Volcanoes; the other entitled "Vital Force, or the Rhodian Genius." The latter has a special interest for us, not merely on account of its subject, but on account of the little history which attaches to it, and which brings us into connexion with one of the illustrious minds of a generation that to men of ordinary age has long since passed away:? " Schiller," says our author, in remembrance of his youthful medical studies, " loved to converse with me, during my long stay at Jena, on physiological subjects. The inquiries in which I was then engaged, in preparing my work, ' On the condition of the Fibres of Nerves and Muscles, when irritated by contact with substances chemically opposed,' often imparted a more serious direction to our conversation. It was at this period that I wrote the little allegory on Vital Force, called the Rhodian Genius. The predilection which Schiller entertained for this piece, and which he admitted into his periodical, Die Horen, gave me courage to introduce it here." (Preface, p. xii.)
The third edition, prepared by Baron Humboldt in his eightieth year, has been entirely remoulded in accordance with his own more extended information, and the scientific demands of the age : " I have indulged the hope," lie says, " of stimulating the study of nature, by compressing into the smallest possible compass the numerous results of careful investigation on a variety of interesting subjects, with a view of showing the importance of accurate numerical data, and the necessity of comparing them with each other, as well as to check the dogmatic smattering and fashionable scepticism which have too long prevailed in the so-called higher classes of society." In the interval between the second and third editions, Baron Humboldt had visited Northern Asia, in company with Ehrenberg and Gustavus Rose; and this expedition, he tells us, contributed to the enlargement of his views in all that concerns the formation of the earth's surface, the direction of mountain-chains, the connexion of the Steppes and Deserts, and the geographical distribution of plants according to ascertained influences of temperature. The fruits of this extension are amply displayed in the original essays; but still more in the notes and illustrations, which supply a vast mass of details upon points that are only glanced at in the text, and embody the latest information which is accessible, upon a variety of topics of great interest. It is indeed wonderful to see a man of eighty years of age, whose mind might be supposed to have attained that full development in which further progress is not to be expected, as eager for novelty as if he were just starting upon his travels in the vigour of youth ; and displaying all that aptitude of reception, and that philosophical discrimination, which are the special characteristics of the matured yet still fresh intellect of the prime of manhood.
And it must be most gratifying to him to witness the gradual development of the science which he may almost be said to have called into being,?that of Physical Geography, in its connexion, on the one hand, with the geological structure which determines the surfacecharacter of the land, and, on the other, with the various forms of organic life which this sustains.
The amplification of the "Illustrations," beyond all proportion to the augmentation of the Essays themselves, has given a curious character to the contents of this volume; for out of the 436 pages of which it is composed (independently of the summary of contents, index, &c.) no more than 135 are occupied by what maybe called the text, the remaining being taken up with the notes, some of which are longer than almost any one of the original essays. The principal part of the work is therefore quite fragmentary in its character; the only connexion between the mass of miscellaneous facts of which it is made up, being that afforded by the slender stem on which they all depend. Hence the book is by no means a pleasant one to read through at once, and we cannot recommend any of our readers to make the attempt. It should rather, in fact, serve as the piece de resistance of a good many separate meals; each essay, with its " illustrations" being sufficient to stay a i-easonably good digestion for some time.
In the ' Kosmos,' every fact was kept in subordination to one grand idea ; the evolution of principles, rather than the accumulation of details, was the writer's constant object; and so skilfully were the latter introduced, that tliey served but to afford the colour and substance to the majestic outlines which had been sketched in by his master hand. Here, on the contrary, it is in the essays alone that any semblance of artistic "keeping" is preserved; and whilst the "Views" which they present may be studied and re-studied, as we should look at a panoramic representation, we turn to the Illustrations, as to a catalogue raisonnee of the objects we have been viewing, in which their names, descriptions, dimensions, &c., are duly set forth in the most prosaic style, and with matterof-fact precision. The amount of information contained in the volume is very great, and the accuracy with which it is digested and presented to the reader, may of course be relied on ; wq^ can only regret that the mode in which the book has grown into its present form should have made it so little readable as a continuous whole.?We shall attempt, however, to convey some idea of the nature of its contents ; and commencing with the first essay, On Steppes and Deserts, shall quote the beautiful passage with which it opens :
" At the foot of the lofty granitic range, which, in the early age of our planet, resisted the irruption of the waters on the formation of the Caribbean Gulf, extends a vast and boundless plain. When the traveller turns from the Alpine valleys of Caracas, and the island-studded lake of Tacarigua, whose waters reflect the forms of the neighbouring bananas,?when he leaves the flelds, verdant with the light and tender green of the Tahitian sugar-cane, or the sombre shade of the cacoa groves, ?his eye rests in the south on Steppes, whose seeming elevations disappear in the distant horizon.
" From the rich luxuriance of organic life, the astonished traveller suddenly finds himself on the dreary margin of a treeless waste. Nor hill, nor cliff rears its head, like an island in the ocean, above the boundless plain: only here and there, broken strata of floetz, extending over a surface of two hundred square miles (more than three thousand English square miles), appear sensibly higher that the surrounding district. The natives term them banks, as if the spirit of language would convey [April, some record of that ancient condition of tlie world, when these elevations formed the shoals, and the Steppes themselves the bottom, of some vast inland sea.
" Even now, illusion often recalls, in the obscurity of night, these images of a former age. For when the guiding constellations illumine the margin of the plain with their rapidly rising and setting beams, or The estimate of the number of species known and described is not so easy as it might at first sight appear. No one herbarium contains by any means the whole of them ; and it would only be by the laborious comparison of different herbaria, that the species peculiar to each could be selected from among those common to both, and the actual number included in the two be thus ascertained. " It is, therefore, tlie more important to bear in mind, that we are almost wholly unacquainted, north of the Equator, in the new continent, with the floras of Oaxaca, Yucatan, Guatimala, Nicarague, the Isthmus of Panama, the Choco, Antioquia, and the Province de los Pastos; while, south of the Equator, we are equally ignorant of the floras of the boundless forest region between the Ucayale, the llio de la Madura, and the Toncantin (three mighty tributaries of the Amazon), as v^ell as of those of Paraguay and the Province de las Missiones. In Africa, we know nothing of the vegetation of the whole of the interior, between 15? north and 20? south lat.; and in Asia we are unacquainted with the floras of the south and south-east of Arabia, where the highlands rise to an elevation of 6400 feet; as also with the floras between the Thian-schan, the Kuen-Liin, and the Himalaya; those of Western China; and those of the great portion of the countries beyond the Ganges. Still more unknown to botanists are the interior portions of Borneo and New Guinea, and of some districts of Australia." (pp. 292-3.) The 
